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Summary. Here, we present an approach for automatically identifying the inno-
vative potential of new technological ideas extracted from textual information. The
starting point of each innovation is a good and new idea. Unfortunately, a high per-
centage of innovations fail, which means many ideas do not have the potential to
become an innovation in future. The innovation process from a new idea as starting
point via research, development, and production activities through to an innovative
product is very cost- and time-consuming. Therefore, the aim of our work is to iden-
tify the innovative potential of new technological ideas to improve the performance
of the innovation process.

We extract new technological ideas from provided textual information. We also
identify innovative technology fields by analysing relationships among technologies.
All identified ideas are assigned to innovative technology fields by using text mining
and text classification methods. Technological ideas in these fields are presented to
the user as innovative ideas and might be used as starting point for new product
research and development divisions.
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1 Introduction

The word innovation refers to the latin terms novus (that means new) and
innovatio (that means something is newly created). An innovation includes
a new idea [8] as well as its realization e.g. as innovative product that is
successful in marked. Therefore in economical sense, we talk about innovations
if the newly created object increases producer or customer value [12].

To create an innovation, an innovation process can be used. It has the
aim to lead a new idea to an innovative product. Therefore, the starting
point of the innovation process is a new technological idea [13]. Based on
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this idea, a research process starts. The result is probably a prototype that
is developed further in a developing process. After this developing process
a production process starts and leads to a product [3]. If this product is
successful in market that means it increases producer or customer value then
it is an innovative product and the idea standing behind this innovation can
be defined as innovative idea. However, by use of this economical definition,
we only can identify innovative ideas subsequent to the innovation process
that means after they become successful products in marked.

Unfortunately, the innovation process is very cost- and time-consuming [4]
and a high percentage of innovations fail. Therefore, the aim of our work is
to identify the innovative potential of new technological ideas before selecting
them as starting ideas. This probably can improve the performance of the
innovation process.

2 Rationale behind Mining Innovative Ideas

Our definition of a technological innovation is based on bibliometrical analyses
as described in [14]. There, it is shown that innovations normally do not
occur alone but together with several further innovations. These groups of
innovations are based on a common innovation field. Innovation fields are
newly appeared technologies or scientific disciplines that occur on the borders
of established technologies or scientific disciplines. This means they occur
between at least two technologies or scientific disciplines that are not related.
A definition of possible relationships is given in Sect. 6. Therefore, innovations
can be classified as interdisciplinary products. The (innovative) ideas behind
these innovations also are of an interdisciplinary nature and they also occur
together in an innovation field.

Our idea definition derived from technique philosophy [16]. There, a tech-
nological idea consists of two things: a means and an appertaining purpose
[18]. Therefore, we define an idea as a text phrase. This text phrase consists of
domain specific terms that occur together in textual information. These terms
can be divided up into two subsets. The first subset should represent a means
and the second subset should represent a purpose. An example for an idea is a
nanomagnet (the means) that can be used to switch electronic signals (the ap-
pertaining purpose). This definition is used to identify interdisciplinary ideas
by assigning means and purpose of an idea to different non-related, established
technologies or scientific disciplines.

To classify ideas as innovative, we have to identify several interdisciplinary
ideas that occur together in an innovation field. For this, we firstly have to pro-
vide technological context information containing descriptions of established
technologies or scientific disciplines and we have to define their relations.

Secondly, we have to classify ideas as interdisciplinary by assigning means
and purposes to established technologies or scientific disciplines that are not
related. For example, if a means from a bionic idea can be assigned to biology
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and the appertaining purpose can be assigned to technological engineering
then the bionic idea is interdisciplinary. This gives a hint that the combination
of biology and technological engineering is probably an innovation field.

To be sure that it is really an innovation field, we thirdly have to find
several further interdisciplinary ideas that can be assigned to the same non-
related technologies or scientific disciplines combination and classify all the
interdisciplinary ideas in this field as innovative ideas.

3 Process of Mining Innovative Ideas

This approach uses an existing idea mining approach [17] that supports users
to identify means and purposes in text phrases (see Sect. 4). Then, we provide
descriptions of scientific categories as context information (see Sect. 5). Both
the means and purpose of extracted new and useful ideas are assigned to
several scientific categories by use of multi-label classification (see Sect. 7).
After this, we compare each scientific category from means to each scientific
category from purpose to find out relationships between them (see Sect. 6).
Fig. 1 shows an example for the processing of this approach.

Fig. 1. Means and purpose are extracted from an idea and are assigned to different
scientific categories. If the categories that are assigned by the means are not related
to categories that are assigned by the purpose then the idea is interdisciplinary. If
several ideas also are interdisciplinary concerning these categories then the combi-
nation of both categories is defined as innovation field and ideas from this field are
presented as innovative ideas.

If a means is assigned to several scientific categories and the appertain-
ing purpose is assigned to further scientific categories that are not related
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to any scientific category of the means then the corresponding idea is inter-
disciplinary. If several further ideas also are interdisciplinary concerning at
least two of the above mentioned scientific categories then we define the com-
bination of these scientific categories as innovation field. For this, the user
provides the smallest number of interdisciplinary ideas that is sufficient to de-
fine such an innovation field. Ideas from these innovation fields are classified
as innovative ideas.

4 Acquisition of Ideas

Our approach based on technological ideas. The user extracts them from pro-
vided textual information e.g. patent data. He is supported by a further ap-
proach that automatically extracts new and useful ideas from textual informa-
tion as presented in [17]. This approach extracts textual phrases that represent
new and useful ideas. Additionally for each idea, it identifies terms that rep-
resent a means as well as terms that represent the appertaining purpose. This
is used as input for our approach.

5 Acquisition of Technological Context Information

To provide technological context information, we focus on scientific categories.
We can find an overview of current scientific categories in the science citation
index (SCI). This index is built on bibliographic information, author abstracts,
and cited references from about 3,700 science and technical journals. The
content of these highly cited journals is assigned to 172 scientific categories.
The official description of all categories in the SCI is available in scope notes
[10] that is manually created, of good quality, and up to date. We use this
description as technological context information for our approach.

6 Relationship among Scientific Categories

After providing descriptions of scientific categories that represent technologi-
cal context information, the next step is to identify relationships among these
scientific categories.

In general, we identify two different kinds of relationships [7]. One kind of
relationship is that technologies can be similar to other technologies. They deal
with the same technology field but have a different focus. The descriptions of
two similar technologies also are similar because they both contain the same
domain specific terms by describing the technological field.

A further kind of relationship is that technologies are related in a substi-
tutive, integrative, predecessor or successor way. If technologies are related in
this way then they deal with the same application field. Their descriptions
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also are similar because they both contain the same domain specific terms
representing the application field.

The descriptions of the scientific categories in scope notes contain terms
representing the technological field as well as terms representing potential
application fields. If we identify similar terms in descriptions of two different
scientific categories then both categories are related according to at least one
kind of relationship. Therefore, related categories are identified by comparing
category descriptions among each other.

Comparing is done by transforming category description to term vectors
in vector space model. For this, terms in the descriptions are tokenized [5] by
using the term unit as word, stop word filtered by using a standard stop word
list [11], and stemmed [9] using a dictionary-based stemmer combined with a
set of production rules [15] to give each term a correct stem. The production
rules are used when a term is unrecognizable in the dictionary. Vectors rep-
resenting scientific categories can be compared using similarity measures in
combination with the fuzzy alpha cut method [1] and two categories are clas-
sified as related if the corresponding similarity measure result value is greater
than or equal to alpha. For comparing, we prefer the well-known Jaccard’s
coefficient measure [6] because it considers well the different sizes of both
vectors.

7 Classification of Ideas

Each selected idea consists of a set of terms that represents a means and of a
set of terms that represents an appertaining purpose. To identify an interdis-
ciplinary technological idea we have to assign both sets to scientific categories.
Both sets of terms are stop word filtered and stemmed as described in Sect. 6.
For multi-label classification, we transform these sets to term vectors in vec-
tor space model and compare them with term vectors from each scientific
category. For comparing, we also use Jaccard’s coefficient measure in combi-
nation with the fuzzy alpha cut method. As a result, means and purposes are
assigned to scientific categories only if the appertaining Jaccard’s coefficient
result value is greater than or equal to alpha.

Each means and each purpose of a new idea is probably assigned to several
scientific categories. To identify relations, we compare each scientific category
from means to every single scientific category from purpose as described in
Sect. 6. If we cannot find any relationships then the new idea is interdisci-
plinary and each of these scientific category combinations from means and
purpose is probably an innovation field. If we identify at least n interdisci-
plinary ideas that can be assigned to one specific scientific category combina-
tion then we define an innovation field on this basis. The user provides the
smallest number n of interdisciplinary ideas that are sufficient to define such
an innovation field.
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8 Results and Evaluation

We present a heuristic approach for automatically identifying the innovative
potential of new technological ideas. The extraction of ideas and the identi-
fication of terms that represent means and purposes is already evaluated in
[17]. Therefore, the evaluation is limited to the further steps of our approach.
The evaluation of new ideas for their innovative potential based on current
context information. For this, scientific categories in the science citation index
as current technological information described in scope notes [10] are used.

The approach extracts 1000 new ideas from randomly selected patents be-
cause patent descriptions consist of new ideas that also are innovative. How-
ever, not all new ideas are innovative in terms of the technological innovation
definition in Sect. 2. 500 ideas are used as training examples to obtain the
optimal parameter values and 500 ideas are used as test set to validate and
compare the model. To evaluate the results of the approach, we use precision
and recall measures commonly used in information retrieval based on true
positives, false positives, and false negatives. For this, the ground truth for
our evaluation is defined. Therefore, a human expert classifies the 1000 new
ideas as innovative or as non-innovative.

The approach depends on three parameters (n, α1, α2). The smallest num-
ber (n) of interdisciplinary ideas that is sufficient to define an innovation field
gives a hint concerning the innovative potential of the new idea. If the num-
ber n is large then we only obtain ideas as result items that probably consist
of a very high innovative potential. This is because we identify many ideas
that are classified concerning a specific non-related combination of scientific
categories. Here, we have a high probability that this category combination
represents an innovation field. If the number n is small e.g. it equals one then
we get all interdisciplinary ideas as result items regardless weather they con-
sists of high or low innovative potential. This is because every idea - that is
classified concerning a specific non-related combination of scientific categories
- is presented as innovative idea. We estimate that an optimal value of n is
between 4 ≤ n ≤ 8.

After this, the alpha cut of Jaccard’s coefficient results are estimated. The
first alpha cut is the set of all terms that represents a means or a purpose
such that the corresponding result value by comparing this set to a scientific
category is greater than or equal to α1. With the second alpha cut we identify
two related scientific categories only if the appertaining Jaccard’s coefficient
result value is greater than or equal to α2. If α1 is too small or too large then
means and purposes are not classified correctly. If α2 is too small or too large
then the identification of relationships among scientific categories fails. This
leads both to a small precision and to a small recall value. An optimal value
of α1 and α2 is estimated between 5% ≤ α1, α2 ≤ 20%.

To investigate the dependency of the approach on the parameters, we
explicitly check if the parameter values are identifiable on the training set.
These values are used to compute precision and recall on the test set. For
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this, we use the estimations for n ∈ {4, 5, ..., 8} and the percentages α1 ∈
{5%, 6%, ..., 20%} and α2 ∈ {5%, 6%, ..., 20%}. We identify 5 · 16 · 16 = 1280
different parameter combinations of (n, α1, α2). The training set is used to
compute average precision and recall for each parameter combination to iden-
tify the optimal parameter values with a maximal F-measure. The F-measure
is used because precision and recall are equally important. As a result, param-
eter values n = 5, α1 = 14%, and α2 = 16% are identified. These parameter
values are used to compute precision and recall for each test example and the
average precision and recall values for all test examples. We get a precision
value of 38% and a recall value of 30%. A precision value of 38% means that
if this approach predicts 100 ideas as innovative ideas then 38 of them are
innovative. A recall value of 30% means that if there are 10 innovative ideas
in the provided text then this approach identifies three of them.

We compare this approach to a baseline model because we are not aware
of other approaches for identifying the innovative potential of ideas at the
present time. A positive class probability of 5% is already calculated by human
experts. This leads to a 5% precision at 30% recall for a random prediction
and it shows that this approach is much better than random. We think that
the results are sufficient to proof the feasibility of our approach.

Using the 500 new ideas from the test set, the approach automatically
computes several innovation fields. We present examples for these innovation
fields. They can be found between ’Health Care Sciences and Services’ and
’Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence’ (e.g. the use of methods from arti-
ficial intelligence for health care applications), between ’Imaging Science and
Photographic Technology’ and ’Medical Informatics’, between ’Remote Sens-
ing’ and ’Tropical Medicine’, and between ’Computer Science, Theory and
Methods’ and ’Psychiatry’. Then, the approach identifies ideas from these
innovation fields as innovative ideas.

This approach can be re-evaluated by using our application for mining
innovative ideas (see http://www.text-mining.info). There, the web based
application that is programmed in perl/ruby and all texts that are used for
evaluation are presented. The application extracts ideas from a provided text,
creates terms representing means and purposes, identifies innovation fields,
and classifies the ideas as (non-) innovative ideas.

9 Outlook

This work shows that the automatic identification of the innovative poten-
tial of new technological ideas is feasible using text classification and specific
technological definitions. Further work should aim at enlarging and optimiz-
ing this approach e.g. by identifying further properties of innovative ideas.
A second avenue of further research could take the granularity of the con-
text information into account e.g. by using technologies rather than scientific
categories. This also probably leads to an increasing precision and recall.
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